The algorithms of google are based on peculiar and ancient celestial principles. The sacred geometry of the tetraktys, a triangle composed of ten points, represents the narrowing of endless search options and how they are honed to create meaning. It begins with an inclination, which the seeker types into a blank field.

The typed field is then reduced by the filters to form sense

These narrowing algorithms can be utilized to perform powerful divination magick. They act by sharpening our inherent intuition to a perfect point.

Collect six candles to represent the elemental forces at play in search engines, which google honors through the esoterica of its logo.
Two blue candles for water and two red, for fire. These are the most active elements in a search. The information flowing on currents and the urge to know, to conquer knowing; we are but tabs in the ocean.

One yellow for air and earth, green. These elements are grounding and nurturing. Air rekindles a spirit dampened by the inundation of endless knowledge. (If you are tired after a few hours online, water is the culprit. The internet is a vast ocean, and navigating it will dampen your spark. Lighting a yellow candle is a quick way to remove your fatigue.) Earth gives water a form we can manage. It is easier to find a stone in a bowl than a boulder at sea.

If you do not have all of these candles on hand, I have found tea-lights with squares of colored paper or colored LED lights to be sufficient in calling out to the elements.

Sit in a darkened room and center yourself in a circle of sea-salt. Rest your computer on your knees. All other programs and documents should be closed, with only one tab open, to google.

Arrange and light the candles around you. Empty your mind with each exhalation.
In a calm and empty state, repeat the following incantation three times.

Sea of knowing, sea of nothing
Sea of impressions on flame,
I seek an answer to something
before I've learned its name.
Sea of all, sea of none
show me the future before it's done.

Close your eyes and open your receptive mind. An image, word, or sensation should come to you. Type it immediately into google. Sometimes you will need to repeat this process several times, in order to produce two or more words. You will know the future as it is revealed.

NOTES

The last time I performed this ritual, I was flooded by the color silver. When I typed it, I was shown Silverwood Lake, a place I had never been. There, I met a technoshaman who taught me several spells I now cast daily.